Stewards' Report

Meeting held at Mandurah on Tuesday, 5 March 2019

WEATHER: Fine      TRACK: Good      KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 5.00pm
Stewards: Mr. S. Jones, Ms. E. Alessandrino, Mr. N. Goold
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr. S. Wu
Lure Driver: Ms. C. Gray

SCRATCHINGS: Under R23, the following greyhounds will stand down for a period of 10 days through:
Ineligible: Race 5 GEHRING BALE (28/2), Race 7 VILLAFLY (5/3)

LATE SCRATCHINGS:
R37(2) - Race 3 BLUE DIABLO x 5 days (5.00pm)
R31(4) - Race 8 RANSOME THE OPAL x 0 days (5.00pm)
R39 - Race 11 LISA MONELLI x 10 days (5.00pm)

FINES:
R39 - Mr P Worthington - $50.00
R86(o) - Mr E Crudeli - $100.00

SAMPLES TAKEN:
Race 2 SHAKEY SHAKE, Race 3 APPLEJACK, Race 5 DOUBLE TALKIN', Race 6 COSMIC COLADA

STEWARDS ADVICE:
The Heat Policy was applied to tonight's race meeting. Several measures were taken to limit and moderate all
greyhounds' exposure to these conditions. These included but were not limited to, greyhounds went straight to the
starting boxes for all races (no parading), greyhounds did not return to the dais after racing, greyhounds were held in the
air-conditioned kennels for at least 20 minutes after competing; under the observation of the O.T.V, greyhounds were not
loaded into their transport vehicles until leaving immediately thereafter, barking muzzles are fully prohibited in greyhound
racing and ample hydration and cooling practises were implemented both at kennelling time and during the race meeting.
No cases of Heat Stress were reported to Stewards or signs of distress, due to the heat, were observed by the O.T.V.

The Heat Policy was lifted by the O.T.V. after Race 3.

Race 1 - Maiden Series (Heat)/Provincial/405 (1) - Maiden - 6:02 PM
KING MONGO began quickly. HIGH TENSILE & MOLFETTA GIRL began slowly. MOLFETTA GIRL checked off the heels
of NEW WORLD ORDER and collided with HIGH TENSILE soon after the start. NEW WORLD ORDER & QUE PASA
collided several times soon after the start. DEBERTI & VICENSONI collided several times approaching the first turn.
KING MONGO, NEW WORLD ORDER & QUE PASA collided on the first turn, KING MONGO & NEW WORLD ORDER
lost ground. KING MONGO & QUE PASA collided on the first turn. KING MONGO & NEW WORLD ORDER collided
several times approaching the home turn. KING MONGO & NEW WORLD ORDER collided in the home straight.

Race 2 - Maiden Series (Heat)/Provincial/405 (2) - Maiden - 6:25 PM
SHAKEY SHAKE & FAIRY MONELLI began quickly. BOOMBY'S ME MUM began slowly. REFLEX & HEZA
RAPSCALLION collided soon after the start. SHAKEY SHAKE & FAIRY MONELLI collided soon after the start.
ACCURA GIRL & FAIRY MONELLI collided on the first turn. SOUTH COAST ELLE & HEZA RAPSCALLION collided
approaching the home turn. SOUTH COAST ELLE & HEZA RAPSCALLION collided on the home turn. ACCURA GIRL &
FAIRY MONELLI collided on the home turn.

Race 3 - Maiden Series (Heat)/Provincial/405 (3) - Maiden - 6:45 PM
APPLEJACK & JUST A MAV began quickly. PYJAMAS began slowly. IT'S A KURI & MAGIC WREN collided several
times soon after the start. PYJAMAS & MAGIC WREN collided on the first turn. APPLEJACK, JUST A MAV & MAGIC
WREN collided on the first turn, JUST A MAV lost ground. HARKLE & DOCA GIRL collided approaching the home turn.
DOCA GIRL checked off the heels of MAGIC WREN approaching the home turn. PYJAMAS checked off the heels of
HARKLE on the home turn.

Race 4 - Novice/Provincial/405 - Novice - 7:05 PM
ROOKIE & POCKETFUL began quickly. SOLID STRIKE began slowly. VELOCITY MERINKA & BROOKTON BOMBER collided approaching the first turn. POCKETFUL, HERE COMES JOSH & MAX VIPER collided approaching the first turn. SOLID STRIKE & BEDELIA WAY collided on the first turn. POCKETFUL, HERE COMES JOSH & MAX VIPER collided several times on the first turn. BEDELIA WAY checked off the heels of POCKETFUL on the first turn. SOLID STRIKE & POCKETFUL collided on the first turn, SOLID STRIKE lost ground. POCKETFUL & HERE COMES JOSH collided on the first turn. HERE COMES JOSH checked off the heels of MAX VIPER on the first turn. POCKETFUL checked off the heels of MAX VIPER on the home turn. HERE COMES JOSH checked off the heels of ROOKIE in the home straight.

Race 5 - Grade 5/Provincial/490 - Grade 5 - 7:29 PM
QUARA'S ZADE & DOUBLE TALKIN' began quickly. NOTHING TO PROVE began slowly. QUARA'S ZADE & UNEDUCATED collided on the first turn. UNEDUCATED & STARTER UP collided on the first turn, STARTER UP lost ground. UNEDUCATED checked off the heels of ROOFIN' ROY on the second turn. STARTER UP & NOTHING TO PROVE collided on the second turn. STARTER UP checked off the heels of NOTHING TO PROVE approaching the home turn.

Race 6 - Grade 5 Masters (Final)/Provincial/405 - Grade 5 - 7:45 PM
SCARLET BLU BOY began slowly. CHARGING BULLETT & TENNESSEE FIRE collided soon after the start. ROCKSTAR MAX & ZARBO MONELLI collided soon after the start. SCARLET BLU BOY checked off the heels of YORGI BLUES on the first turn, SCARLET BLU BOY lost ground. YORGI BLUES & ZARBO MONELLI collided on the first turn. SCARLET BLU BOY checked off the heels of YORGI BLUES in the home straight. YORGI BLUE checked off the heels of CHARGING BULLETT in the home straight.

Race 7 - Mixed 4/5/Provincial/405 - Mixed 4/5 - 8:07 PM
STARLIGHT JOLI & LOTTIE DENO began quickly. LITTLE GROVE began slowly. STARLIGHT JOLI & LOTTIE DENO collided approaching the first turn, LOTTIE DENO lost ground. LITTLE GROVE checked off the heels of STARLIGHT JOLI approaching the home turn. LITTLE GROVE checked off the heels of VIKING VINCE approaching the home turn. STARLIGHT JOLI, VIKING VINCE & LOTTIE DENO collided in the home straight. STARLIGHT JOLI, VIKING VINCE & LOTTIE DENO collided in the home straight, STARLIGHT JOLI lost ground.

Race 8 - Novice/Provincial/490 - Novice - 8:22 PM
LAPTOP GURU & SUNSET HARLOW began quickly. NEED MORE COIN & HIGH DISTORTION began slowly. NEED MORE COIN & HIGH DISTORTION collided soon after the start. SISTER ALKS & LAPTOP GURU collided on the first turn. LAPTOP GURU & HIGH DISTORTION collided on the first turn. SISTER ALKS hit inside running rail on the home turn. LAPTOP GURU checked off the heels of SUNSET HARLOW on the home turn. LAPTOP GURU & HIGH DISTORTION collided heavily on the home turn. NEED MORE COIN raced wide on the home turn and in the home straight. NEED MORE COIN shifted out, raced wide, stumbled and tailed off in the home straight.

A post race Veterinary examination revealed NEED MORE COIN has Right - Hindleg - tarsal Fracture/Dislocation (Hock) and has been humanely euthanised by the On Track Veterinarian.

Race 9 - Maiden/Provincial/490 - Maiden - 8:37 PM
FLYIN' RYAN & NITRO MINI began quickly. BLACK EUPHORIA & SUNSET NAVANA began slowly. ENIGMA BOY, ZIPPING GINGER & FLYIN' RYAN collided heavily on the first turn and both lost ground. FLYIN' RYAN galloped on the heels of NITRO MINI, NITRO MINI stumbled and fell. SUNSET NAVANA checked off the heels of DAWSIE on the second turn. FLYIN' RYAN checked off the heels of ZIPPING GINGER on the home turn.

A post race Veterinary examination revealed NITRO MINI has Right - Hindleg - Pectineus/Adductor Injury (Groin) and has been stood down for 7 days.

Race 10 - Grade 5/Provincial/405 (1) - Grade 5 - 8:52 PM
ABBA MONELLI began quickly. RAGETIME MAGGIE & UNIVERSAL GAS began slowly. MARBLES MONELLI & STORM ZONE collided soon after the start. HARLAN ROCKS & UNIVERSAL GAS collided on the first turn. STORM ZONE, HARLAN ROCKS & UNIVERSAL GAS collided on the first turn. STORM ZONE & UNIVERSAL GAS collided in the first turn, STORM ZONE lost ground. STORM ZONE & HARLAN ROCKS collided on the home turn. HARLAN ROCKS checked off the heels of STORM ZONE in the home straight. ABBA MONELLI checked off the heels of UNIVERSAL GAS in the home straight.
CROCODILE SENOR began quickly. ACE CRUISING & LOUD AND ALL collided soon after the start. BROCK TONIC & ACE CRUISING collided soon after the start. BROCK TONIC checked off the heels of ZARAZZ approaching the first turn. ACE CRUISING checked off the heels of ZARAZZ on the home turn.

FINAL.